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Download App
To begin using LoopMatics you can click on the unique link you have been sent by
email. This link will take you to the respective app store to download the app. Once
installed you will be prompted to register an account. Follow all the steps and complete
all details. Once done you will receive a verification email, N.B. this step must be
completed before you can sign in.
The first steps you will be presented with is the permissions. There are a number of
permissions needed by LoopMatics to ensure it works correctly.
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Each of these permissions are essential in ensuring the app works as expected;
1. We request Location; This is to give you accurate information on your
journeys
2. We request Bluetooth; Used to connect to the LoopMatics 12v
3. We request access to Call and SMS; this is used in the FNOL feature, only
enabled through your insurer

LoopMatics Telematics Plug
You will receive the LoopMatics 12v in the post after you register an account on the
app. The LoopMatics 12v syncs with the LoopMatics app to give you a full telematics
offering. LoopMatics 12v is a self-install device that is easy to use and easy to
calibrate. The device will plug into any 12v within the car which is along the centre axis
of the vehicle see figure 1.2 for ideal positioning.
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Figure 1

LoopMatics will monitor, acceleration, braking, cornering, and speeding events. In
cases where your policy offers LoopMatics can also deliver crash detection which
can be used for First Notification of Loss (FNOL). FNOL will allow you to be
contacted in the event of an incident.

Figure 2

App Navigation
Once you have accepted all permissions you must then accept Bluesona’s own
terms and conditions.
You will be asked to select a car type that best suits your vehicle. If you are unsure
of which one to pick, we provide a section at the bottom of this document with
examples and a weight guide. Selecting the correct car is essential for calibration
and giving you the best score for your driving. We identify the car type with every
journey allowing you see what car was used for each journey if you drive more than
one vehicle.

One of the great features of LoopMatics is the ease of how you can change car.
Simply take the LoopMatics 12v from your old vehicle, place it in a suitable 12v in the
new vehicle, go to the settings in your app and select the new vehicle type that best
suits that new car, after a recalibration you are all setup.
Next you will then be presented with the LoopMatics 12v connection screen. From
there you can connect the LoopMatics app to the LoopMatics 12v.
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Home
The home page will give you information based on all your journeys completed to
date. You can see your overall driving score this score is based on a number of
factors that is calculated after every journey. It will display your overall stats including
your total distance driven, total time spent travelling, total journeys to date, and an
overall journey rating. It will also show you your best journey to date.
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Journeys
When you first login all lists related to the user’s journeys and data will be empty this
will fill up once you start using the app when you drive.
In Journeys we have provided a simple calendar view where you can see which days
on which you have journeys. To view the journeys, click on the day and all the
journeys for that day will be presented to you in a quick view. This quick view will tell
start and stop time, vehicle type, distance travelled, travel time, score, and number of
events.

On selecting a journey, you are brought to a more detailed view of the journey which
includes the start and end locations, start and end time, distance travelled, and the
time spent travelling. Below this information there is a list of the events if any that
occurred during the journey. This information indicates the type of events, the speed
at which it occurred, and the time at which it occurred. You can select the journey
and see a map view or select an event and be presented with a street view of where
the incident occurred.

Events
Events are made up of acceleration, braking, cornering, and speeding. Events are
only recorded when they are deemed to be harsh. There are number of factors that
are calculated for each event i.e. in a cornering event these factors could include
speed, angle of corner, type of road, weather conditions, and traffic conditions.

Account Details
The account will give you a section where you can update your details at any time
such as change of address, or phone number.

Settings
Allows you to choose which metric you would like to use the options are either miles
or kms.

Sign Out
Allows you to sign out of the app.

How to Use
Once the app is installed it is ready to use, to begin a journey using LoopMatics you
need to connect the app to the LoopMatics Device;
First Time use:
1. Insert the LoopMatics 12v into a suitable socket
2. Open the app, and pair the LoopMatics app with the LoopMatics 12v
3. Drive
4. Calibration then takes place; this can take up to five journeys
** Please Note ** The Loopmatics 12v device contains very sensitive
components that can easily be damaged if dropped onto a hard surface. Ensure
that extra care is taken when handling the device.

Contact details
If you have any difficulties installing or setting up the LoopMatics, then please
contact us directly at; info@bluesona.co.uk
Telephone; ROI +353 (0)74 98 90103, UK +44 (0)28 9099 1040

Car Examples
Type

Weight

Example

Small Car

500kg to 1200kg

Toyota Yaris, Ford Fiesta, Nissan Versa,
Honda Fit, Suzuki Swift, Peugeot 108, Kia
Rio, Hyundai Accent, Chevrolet Spark

Hatch Back

1100kg to 1500kg

Toyota Corolla, Honda Civic, Kia Ceed, Ford
Focus, Volkswagen Golf, Vauxhall Astra,
Seat Leon, Skoda Scala, Mercedes A-Class

Saloon

1400kg to 2350kg

Volkswagen Passat, Skoda Octavia,
Peugeot 508, Toyota Corolla, Ford Mondeo,
Vauxhall Insignia, Skoda Octavia, BMW
2/3/4/5/6 series, Mercedes C-Class/E-Class

Estate

1400kg to 2400kg

Vauxhall Astra Tourer, BMW 3 series estate,
Volvo V60, Ford Mondeo estate, Mazda 6
Tourer, Mercedes C-Class/E-Class estate

SUV

1530kg to 2530kg

Kia Sportage, Kia Sorento, Nissan Qashqai,
Nissan X-Trial, Toyota C-HR, Skoda Kodiaq,
Seat Ateca, Volvo XC90

MVP (People Carrier)

1580kg to 2600kg

Citroen Grand C4, Renault Grand Scenic,
Volkswagen Sharan, Seat Alhambra, BMW 2
series gran tourer, Ford Grand C-Max

4x4

1580kg to 2750kg

Land Rover, Range Rover, Toyota Land
Cruiser, Toyota L200, Toyota Hilux, Jeep
Renegade, Mitsubishi Pajero, Ford Ranger

Small Van

1100kg to 1720kg

Citroen Berlingo, Citroen Nemo, Ford Transit
Connect, Peugeot Partner, Vauxhall Combo,
Fiat Doblo Cargo, Volkswagen Caddy,
Renault Kangoo

Large Van

2150kg to 3700kg

Ford Transit, Renault Trafic, Renault Master,
Fiat Ducato, Volkswagen Transporter,
Toyota Hiace

** Note the LoopMatics 12v and app has a max weight carry of 3700kg **

